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Gold
“Second hand gold is as good as new.”

― Ken Alstad

Overall Sentiment

• Gold just made fresh monthly low after a strong sell-off at the start of 
the European trading hours

• Technical selling triggered a bear flag formation and sentiment are 
turning rather bearish 

Speculative funds positioning 

• Overstretched net long funds bailed out aggressively which is in line with 
the strong decline since $1,296 per oz

Bullish perspective 

• The weak rebound in the dollar index may give some comfort for bulls 

Bearish perspective 

• Trend following funds are reducing their bullish bets and without any 
fresh buying interest, the price is likely to decline further

• Key Fed members maintained their rather hawkish rhetoric which may 
limit any advance in gold

Conclusion – Uptrend line from December 2016 low is under threat. Strong 
break below should attract additional selling pressure. Will be interesting to 
see if dip-buyers start to appear near $1,228 and $1,217 level
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Silver
“Secrets are worth more than Silver and Sapphires.” – George R.R. Martin A Dance With 

Dragons

Overall Sentiment

• Silver spiked lower after a short-term rebound – triggering stops along the way 

• Sellers seem to have the upper hand for now 

Speculative funds positioning 

• Longs bailed out and shorts are getting bolder as they added to their bearish 
bets

• Should the trend persist, silver may remain under selling pressure

Bullish perspective 

• Net shorts are rebuilding their position again but in the event that silver 
manage to trade higher, a short-covering rally may bode well for a strong 
rebound

• Also, the gold/silver ratio looked toppish and a break lower should support a 
rally in silver

Bearish perspective 

• Technical configuration remain very weak 

Conclusion – The spike lower at the start of the trading week indicate a volatile 
price action as the bulls and bears jostled for control
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Market moving events this week
• Talks between DUP and Conservative party is set to reach an 

agreement soon

• A busy Fed schedule as Chairwoman Yellen set to speak in London 
on June 27

• Several other Fed policymakers are expected to make their rounds

• Turkey unlikely to submit to Saudi Arabia’s request against Qatar as 
the gulf crisis escalates

• Push on Republican Health Care bill is gaining traction but the Trump 
administration remain dogged by Russian allegations 
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